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Innovating your safety

Art. CS550

THE PROTECTIVE SUIT FOR A PLEASANT WORKING ENVIRONMENT

PPE category   Cat. III Type 5 + 6
EN ISO 13688:2013   Protective clothing - General requirements
EN ISO 13982-1:2004 + A1:2010  Protective clothing against solid particles
EN 13034:2005 + A1:2009 Type 6  Protective clothing against liquid chemicals
EN 1073-2:2002   Protective clothing against solid particles including
   radioactive contamination
EN 1149-5:2018   Protective clothing - Electrostatic properties
EN 14325:2004   Protective clothing against chemicals - Test methods and   
   performance classification for materials, seams, joints and trusses

TYPE 5 TYPE 6

EN ISO 13982-1: EN 13034: EN 1073-2: EN 1149-5:
2004+A1:2010 2005+A1:2009 2002 2018

Breathable, multi-layered 
comfort material (SMMS) on the 
entire back up to the back of the 
knees. For a pleasant working 
climate even in heat and very 
physically demanding work.

3-part hood, flexible with 
head movements for a clear 
field of vision

Elasticated cord for optimum fit 
to masks or goggles

Highly visible informative 
chest logo

Double layered zip cover

Finger loops prevent sleeves 
from riding up

Arm and leg elastic for optimal 
closure to gloves and boots

Lightweight material mix for 
increased wearing comfort

Practical 2-way zip

CoverStar® high-quality microporous 
film laminate

Antistatic finish

Sophisticated, functional design for 
optimum wearing comfort



Through professional risk-hazard analysis, the appropriate performance requirements and 
type classes must be determined in order to determine the correct protective suit for the 
respective application. We will be happy to advise you on the selection.

* More information about the CS550:
www.asatex.de

Unlike many other protective suits, 
CoverStar®Cool reliably protects 
when working with oil and grease.

Areas of application: Extremely ver-
satile and powerful in crafts, produc-
tion, municipalities, trade and the en-
tire industry.

A special finish makes the barrier 
material antistatic. The extremely 
smooth surface of the front exterior 
supports the easy beading of liquids 
and reduces the adhesion of par-
ticles. This significantly reduces the 
risk of cross-contamination.

In high temperatures or during hard 
physical work, heat stress hinders both 
performance and safety. The ability 
to concentrate is severely impaired. 
That is why the CoverStar®Cool has a 
comfortable ventilation system with 
high barrier performance at the same 
time. The entire back up to the back of 
the knees is made of highly breathable 
and water vapour permeable comfort 
material.

Especially for protective clothing, 
low weight is an important criterion. 
That is why the CoverStar®Cool has 
a low weight per unit area combined 
with high barrier performance. The 
zip cover offers additional protecti-
on.

The protective suit with comfortable ventilation. Heat stress has been proven to signi-
ficantly reduce the ability to concentrate. The sophisticated combination of particularly 
light and at the same time high-performance CoverStar®Cool material with breathable 
comfort material (SMMS) reduces dangerous heat stress. This enables more pleasant and 
also significantly safer work with reliable protection at the same time.


